
AGENDA REQUEST DEADLINE:  All agenda requests and supporting materials must be submitted as a 
pdf to Cheryl Aker in the County Judge's office, Cheryl.Aker@co.travis.tx.us  by Tuesdays at 5:00 p.m. 
for the next week's meeting. 
 

 
 
Meeting Date: June 28, 2012 Work Session 
Prepared By/Phone Number: Prema Gregerson, Assistant County 
Attorney, 854-9224 
Elected/Appointed Official/Dept. Head: Patricia A. Young Brown, 
President and CEO, Travis County Healthcare District d/b/a Central Health 
Commissioners Court Sponsor: Judge Biscoe 
 
AGENDA LANGUAGE: 
RECEIVE AND DISCUSS: 
 
A) AN UPDATE FROM CENTRAL HEALTH ON CURRENT INITIATIVES; AND 
B) AN UPDATE FROM HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES AND CENTRAL 

HEALTH ON THE 1115 MEDICAID WAIVER.  
 
BACKGROUND/SUMMARY OF REQUEST AND ATTACHMENTS: 

• Central Health Overview-Update 
• Letter of Intent between Central Health and Seton 
• 1115 Overview 
• 1115 Waiver Terminology 
 
A PowerPoint presentation is forthcoming. 

 
STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS: 
N/A 
 
ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES: 
N/A 
 
FISCAL IMPACT AND SOURCE OF FUNDING: 
N/A 
 
REQUIRED AUTHORIZATIONS: 
N/A 
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Central Health

Overview-Update
June 2012



About Central Health
Created by voters in 2004 

as the Travis County Hospital District; renamed in 2009

Supported by Travis County taxpayers

Governed by nine-member Board of Managers 
appointed by Austin City Council and 
Travis County Commissioners Court
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What does Central Health do?

We fund and guide 
direct health care 
services for thousands 
of people in Travis 
County

We plan and develop 
innovative programs 
to achieve our mission 
and advance our 
community’s shared 
vision
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Achieving our Mission

We provide care when you need it most.
We match people with care.
We fill gaps in care.
We provide care where it belongs.
We keep all of Travis County healthy.
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Care When You Need it Most

Central Health owns 
University Medical 
Center Brackenridge 
(UMCB), home to the 
highest level of 
trauma care available 
in Central Texas.
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UMCB was in 2009 certified as 
an adult Level 1 Trauma Center 
serving an 11-county region.  



Matching People With Care
Central Health’s one-stop call center connects 
people to the care they need and helps the entire 
healthcare system function more efficiently.  
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Matching People With Care

Our call center handles 
nearly 100,000 calls a 
year, connecting patients 
with a network of two 
dozen clinics and health 
centers and more than 
500 individual providers.
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Filling Gaps in Care

Central Health funds 
essential behavioral 
health and emergency 
psychiatric services 
needed by thousands in 
Travis County. 
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Care Where It Belongs
Central Health has 
expanded primary care 
services for thousands 
of people in Travis 
County. 

We focus on 
prevention, wellness 
and early treatment —
reducing the need for 
expensive care in 
emergency rooms.
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Care Where It Belongs

More than 21,000 enrolled in MAP
❍ 23% increase compared to FY 2010
❍ 148% increase over Central Health’s lifetime (2005)

More than 267,000 annual primary care visits
❍ 3% increase over FY 2010
❍ 51% increase over Central Health’s lifetime (2005)

Investments in infrastructure
❍ Adding capacity for more than 100K additional primary care visits
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Keeping All of Travis County Healthy

Central Health creates access to primary 
and preventive care that reduces the 
human and financial cost of chronic and 
contagious disease where we live, work, 
play, and pray.
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Keeping All of Travis County Healthy

We support innovative programs 
that provide efficient and 
effective access to health care.

We play a leading role in 
community health planning and 
transforming the way we deliver 
health services.

We are committed to provider 
training and academic medicine.
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Looking Forward: Healthy ATX
Central Health is a partner 
in the Healthy ATX initiative 
to create a healthy future 
for Austin and Travis County 
by investing in the founding 
of a medical school and 
building a modern teaching 
hospital.
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Thank You.























1115 Medicaid Waiver 

May 30, 2012

Ann-Marie Price
Director of Government Affairs
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Presentation Overview

✚ 1115 Waiver – Main Idea and Concepts
✚ Overview of Region 7
✚ Anchor Entities
✚ Impact on Local Entities
✚ Funding Structure
✚ Next Steps
✚ Timelines
✚ Take-Away Points
✚ Contact Information
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1115 Waiver
Main Ideas and Concepts

✚ The waiver is a 5-year project that has two main 
objectives:
1. Continue to provide supplemental federal funding to Texas 

hospitals for Medicaid patients; and
2. Improve the healthcare delivery system for everyone

✚ We are already in the first year of the waiver, which is a 
transition year. Most changes to the program will occur in 
the second through the fifth years of the waiver
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1115 Waiver
Main Ideas and Concepts

✚ Waiver goals are to:
– Protect hospital supplemental payments (e.g., UPL)
– Expand permitted reimbursement for uncompensated care
– Incentivize delivery system improvements and improve access 

and system coordination

✚ These goals will be accomplished through two funding 
pools and the formation of Regional Healthcare 
Partnerships (RHPs), which will include hospitals and 
local governments
– Local entities are able to utilize federal match funds for delivery 

and improvement of healthcare services
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Central Texas RHP Region: Region 7

Central Texas Region 7 is comprised of 6 counties
Bastrop Caldwell Lee
Fayette Hays Travis

Region 7
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Anchoring Entities
✚ Each region has a designated “anchor”
✚ The anchor entity in Region 7 is Central Health
✚ Anchors:
– Are the single point of contact for regional partners
– Coordinate RHP activities on behalf of the region
– Provide opportunities for regional partners and other stakeholders to 

provide input into the RHP
– Do not make decisions regarding other entities’ funds
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Impact on Local Entities
✚Reasons to participate include:

– Leverage eligible public funds currently utilized for delivery of 
healthcare services to the uninsured

• Budget neutral – utilizes existing funds for federal match
– Collaborate and plan with local hospitals and other key 

stakeholders to improve and expand the delivery of healthcare 
services

✚Through RHP participation:
– Access of funds dependent on RHP participation
– Determine which hospitals and providers to support with funds

• Which projects and what uncompensated care will be funded
• What regional incentive projects to support with other local entities
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Impact on Local Entities
✚ Regional partners’ waiver funding does not flow through 

the anchor
✚ The waiver provides ways for local entities to access 

additional federal funding:
– Through a program and process that is transparent and accountable 

for public funds
– To help fund healthcare services to individuals who are uninsured
– To help fund “incentive” payments (DSRIP) for healthcare related 

projects and investments to increase:
• Access to healthcare services
• Quality of healthcare and health systems
• Cost/effectiveness of services and health systems
• Regional collaboration and coordination
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Funding Structure 

✚Under the 1115 waiver, eligible local public funds are sent 
to the federal government via an Intergovernmental 
Transfer (IGT) and matched with additional federal funding 
distributed back to the designated participating hospitals 
through two pools:

– Uncompensated Care (UC) Pool
• Costs of care provided to individuals who have no third party 

coverage for the services provided by hospitals or other providers 
(beginning in first year)

– Delivery System Reform Incentive Payments (DSRIP)
• Support coordinated care and quality improvements through 

Regional Healthcare Partnerships (RHPs) to transform healthcare 
delivery systems (beginning in later waiver years)



State sends $ to Fed
to match

Hospital

Original
Cost

Local Government IGT
1.eligible cost = $1.00
2.must be public funds

$1.00 $2.50

$1.00

Local government – determines funding allocations to providers

Flow of Match Funds

UC DSRIP

$1.50

?
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Pool Funding Distribution

DY = Demonstration Year
Historical UPL hospital payments: $2.8 billion per year.
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Next Steps

✚ Under development:
– RHP governance structures
– Allowable sources of match (intergovernmental transfer or IGT) 

for the waiver
– Determination of statewide requirements for UC and DSRIP 

allocations within RHPs
– Project values (incentive payments within plans)

✚ Through the Executive Waiver Committee, HHSC is 
working with hospitals and local and county officials to 
share information and seek input on the implementation 
of the waiver
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Timelines
✚ May

– Meetings convened between anchors and Regional Healthcare 
Partnership entities

✚ June
– Local governments develop Community Needs Assessments
– Anchors continue to provide assistance to regional partners

✚ July
– Local governments develop DSRIP Projects and IGT capacity 

determinations
– Development of the Regional Healthcare Partnership Plan

✚ August
– Public Hearings on the Regional Healthcare Partnership Plan

✚ September
– Final Regional Healthcare Partnership Plan due to September 1, 2012
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Take-Away Points
✚Short timelines to develop final RHP Plan by September 1

✚This is a voluntary program.  Must join RHP to participate

✚This is not a block grant opportunity - local match of eligible public 
funding is required

✚Funding decisions are made entirely by entity providing IGT

✚Anchor entity performs an administrative function and does not control 
the funding for IGT entities

✚Waiver funds will go directly to designated hospitals

✚All incentive funding projects must be from the DSRIP menu 
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Contact Information

Ann-Marie Price, Director of Governmental Affairs
512-978-8179
Ann-Marie.Price@centralhealth.net



 
June 19, 2012 

TERMINOLOGY: Texas Healthcare Transformation and Quality Improvement Program 1115 Waiver 
 

The list below consists of common terminology referring to the 1115 Transformation waiver. 
 
 
1115 Waiver: A waiver under section 1115 of Social Security Act that allows CMS and states more flexibility 
in designing programs to ensure delivery of Medicaid services. 
 
Anchoring entity (anchor): The single IGT entity in an RHP serving as the primary contact to HHSC 
responsible for providing opportunities for public input to the development of RHP plans and coordinating 
discussion and review of proposed RHP plans prior to plan submission to the State.     
 
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS): The U.S. federal agency that administers Medicare, 
Medicaid, and the State Children's Health Insurance Program. 
 
Delivery System Reform Incentive Payment (DSRIP): Incentive payments available for projects under the 
Transformation waiver to enhance access to health care, increase the quality of care, the cost-effectiveness of 
care provided and the health of the patients and families served. Projects eligible for incentive payments must 
come from the DSRIP menu, be included in an HHSC and CMS-approved RHP plan and have corresponding 
metrics and milestones. 
 
Demonstration year (DY): A 12-month period beginning October 1 and ending September 30.  The 1115 
Transformation waiver currently consists of five demonstration years from 2011 to 2016. 
 
DSRIP Menu:  A menu of HHSC and CMS-approved projects that contribute to delivery transformation and 
quality improvement.  Only projects from this menu performed as outlined in an HHSC and CMS-approved 
RHP plan with corresponding metrics and milestones are eligible for payments from the DSRIP pool. 
 
Intergovernmental Transfers (IGT): State and local funds derived from taxes, assessments, levies, 
investments, and other public revenues within the sole and unrestricted control of a governmental entity and 
eligible for federal match under the 1115 Transformation waiver.  This does not include gifts, grants, trusts, or 
donations, the use of which is conditioned on supplying a benefit solely to the donor or grantor of the funds. 
 
IGT Entity: A state agency or a political subdivision of the state—such as a city, county, hospital district, 
hospital authority, or state entity—with IGT eligible for federal match to fund an RHP’s UC or DSRIP.   
 
Medicaid managed care: A system under which the state pays a set fee each month to a health plan to provide 
care for a Medicaid client, who selects a primary doctor from the plan’s network to coordinate care. This differs 
from a traditional fee-for-service system that bases provider payment on quantity of service rather than quality.  
In 2011, the Texas Legislature directed HHSC to expand managed care within the state Medicaid program with 
the goal of achieving high-quality, cost-effective health care. 
 
Performing Provider (performer):  A Medicaid provider participating in an RHP, who works with an IGT 
entity and likely other participants to implement a DSRIP project. 
 
Program Funding and Mechanics Protocol (PFM Protocol): A document, drafted by HHSC and pending 
CMS approval, outlining DSRIP requirements for RHPs including the minimum number of projects, 
organization of the RHP Plan, plan review process, required reporting, allocation of available pool funds, 
valuation of projects, disbursement of funds, and plan modifications. 
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Regional Healthcare Partnerships (RHP):  Regions developed throughout the State to more effectively and 
efficiently deliver care and provide increased access to care for low-income Texans under the 1115 
Transformation waiver.  Each RHP will include a variety of participants to adequately respond to the needs of 
the community.   
 
RHP Participant:  An entity participating in an RHP as outlined in an RHP plan. A participant may be an IGT 
entity, a performer, an anchor, or another stakeholder.  
 
RHP Plans: A plan to identify the community needs, the projects, and investments under the DSRIP to address 
those needs, community healthcare partners, the healthcare challenges, and quality objectives of an RHP.  These 
plans must be submitted to the State and CMS for approval and shall include estimated funding available by 
year to support UC and DSRIP payments. RHP anchoring entities shall provide opportunities for public input to 
the development of RHP plans, and shall provide opportunities for discussion and review of proposed RHP 
plans prior to plan submission to the State.     
 
Texas Health and Human Services Commission (HHSC): The state governmental body that oversees the 
Texas health and human services system operations and administers programs including Medicaid and CHIP. 
 
Texas Healthcare Transformation and Quality Improvement Program 1115 Waiver (the Transformation 
waiver): The vehicle approved by HHSC and CMS for expansion of managed care within the State Medicaid 
program while preserving federal supplemental hospital funding historically provided under the UPL program. 
 
Uncompensated Care (UC): Costs of uncompensated care provided to Medicaid eligibles or to individuals who 
have no funds or third party coverage for services provided by the hospital or other providers. 
 
Uncompensated Care Application (UC Protocol): The documentation needed for hospitals and other providers 
to report their uncompensated costs to receive reimbursement under the Transformation waiver. 
 
Upper Payment Limit (UPL): Historic supplemental payments made to certain hospitals and providers to make 
up the difference between what Medicaid actually paid for Medicaid clients and what Medicare would have 
paid for the same services—when Medicaid is provided through managed care.  UC and DSRIP funds available 
under the 1115 Transformation waiver replaced funding available under the former UPL program. 
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